Appendix L

Groundwater Existing Conditions
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Location Maps for Shallow, Intermediate and Deep Groundwater Monitoring Wells
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Location of Shallow Groundwater Monitoring Wells
Colusa Subbasin
Part 1 of 4

Note: For readability, the full ID of wells identified with a single digit can be found in a list on the figure.
Location of Shallow Groundwater Monitoring Wells
Colusa Subbasin
Part 2 of 4

Note: For readability, the full ID of wells identified with a single digit can be found in a list on the figure.
Location of Shallow Groundwater Monitoring Wells
Colusa Subbasin
Part 3 of 4

Note: For readability, the full ID of wells identified with a single digit can be found in a list on the figure.
Location of Shallow Groundwater Monitoring Wells
Colusa Subbasin
Part 4 of 4

Note: For readability, the full ID of wells identified with a single digit can be found in a list on the figure.
Location of Intermediate Depth Groundwater Monitoring Wells
Colusa Subbasin
Part 1 of 4

Note: For readability, the full ID of wells identified with a single digit can be found in a list on the figure.
Location of Intermediate Depth Groundwater Monitoring Wells
Colusa Subbasin
Part 2 of 4

Note: For readability, the full ID of wells identified with a single digit can be found in a list on the figure.
Note: For readability, the full ID of wells identified with a single digit can be found in a list on the figure.

Location of Intermediate Depth Groundwater Monitoring Wells
Colusa Subbasin
Part 3 of 4
Location of Deep Groundwater Monitoring Wells
Colusa Subbasin
Part 1 of 3

Note: For readability, the full ID of wells identified with a single digit can be found in a list on the figure.
Location of Deep Groundwater Monitoring Wells

Colusa Subbasin

Part 2 of 3

Note: For readability, the full ID of wells identified with a single digit can be found in a list on the figure.
Location of Deep Groundwater Monitoring Wells
Colusa Subbasin
Part 3 of 3

Note: For readability, the full ID of wells identified with a single digit can be found in a list on the figure.
Location of Shallow Groundwater Monitoring Wells
Corning Subbasin
Part 1 of 1

Note: For readability, the full ID of wells identified with a single digit can be found in a list on the figure.
Location of Intermediate Depth Groundwater Monitoring Wells
Corning Subbasin
Part 1 of 1

Note: For readability, the full ID of wells identified with a single digit can be found in a list on the figure.
Location of Deep Groundwater Monitoring Wells
Corning Subbasin
Part 1 of 1

Note: For readability, the full ID of wells identified with a single digit can be found in a list on the figure.
Location of Shallow Groundwater Monitoring Wells
East Butte Subbasin
Part 1 of 1

Note: For readability, the full ID of wells identified with a single digit can be found in a list on the figure.
Location of Intermediate Depth Groundwater Monitoring Wells
East Butte Subbasin
Part 1 of 2

Note: For readability, the full ID of wells identified with a single digit can be found in a list on the figure.
Location of Intermediate Depth Groundwater Monitoring Wells
East Butte Subbasin
Part 2 of 2

Note: For readability, the full ID of wells identified with a single digit can be found in a list on the figure.
Location of Deep Groundwater Monitoring Wells
East Butte Subbasin
Part 1 of 1

Note: For readability, the full ID of wells identified with a single digit can be found in a list on the figure.
Location of Shallow Groundwater Monitoring Wells
North American Subbasin
Part 2 of 2

Note: For readability, the full ID of wells identified with a single digit can be found in a list on the figure.
Location of Intermediate Depth Groundwater Monitoring Wells
North American Subbasin
Part 1 of 2

Note: For readability, the full ID of wells identified with a single digit can be found in a list on the figure.
Location of Intermediate Depth Groundwater Monitoring Wells
North American Subbasin
Part 2 of 2

Note: For readability, the full ID of wells identified with a single digit can be found in a list on the figure.
Location of Deep Groundwater Monitoring Wells
North American Subbasin
Part 1 of 1

Note: For readability, the full ID of wells identified with a single digit can be found in a list on the figure.
Location of Shallow Groundwater Monitoring Wells
Solano Subbasin
Part 1 of 2

Note: For readability, the full ID of wells identified with a single digit can be found in a list on the figure.
Location of Intermediate Depth Groundwater Monitoring Wells
Solano Subbasin
Part 1 of 1

Note: For readability, the full ID of wells identified with a single digit can be found in a list on the figure.
Location of Deep Groundwater Monitoring Wells

Solano Subbasin
Part 1 of 1

Note: For readability, the full ID of wells identified with a single digit can be found in a list on the figure.
Location of Shallow Groundwater Monitoring Wells
South American Subbasin
Part 1 of 1

Note: For readability, the full ID of wells identified with a single digit can be found in a list on the figure.
Location of Intermediate Depth Groundwater Monitoring Wells
South American Subbasin
Part 1 of 1

Note: For readability, the full ID of wells identified with a single digit can be found in a list on the figure.
Location of Deep Groundwater Monitoring Wells
South American Subbasin
Part 1 of 1

Note: For readability, the full ID of wells identified with a single digit can be found in a list on the figure.
Location of Shallow Groundwater Monitoring Wells
Sutter Subbasin
Part 1 of 1

Note: For readability, the full ID of wells identified with a single digit can be found in a list on the figure.
Location of Deep Groundwater Monitoring Wells
Sutter Subbasin
Part 1 of 1

Note: For readability, the full ID of wells identified with a single digit can be found in a list on the figure.
Location of Shallow Groundwater Monitoring Wells
West Butte Subbasin
Part 1 of 1

Note: For readability, the full ID of wells identified with a single digit can be found in a list on the figure.
Location of Intermediate Depth Groundwater Monitoring Wells
West Butte Subbasin
Part 1 of 2

Note: For readability, the full ID of the wells identified with a single digit can be found in a list on the figure.
Location of Deep Groundwater Monitoring Wells
West Butte Subbasin
Part 1 of 1

Note: For readability, the full ID of wells identified with a single digit can be found in a list on the figure.
Location of Shallow Groundwater Monitoring Wells
Yolo Subbasin
Part 1 of 2

Note: For readability, the full ID of wells identified with a single digit can be found in a list on the figure.
Location of Shallow Groundwater Monitoring Wells
Yolo Subbasin
Part 2 of 2

Note: For readability, the full ID of wells identified with a single digit can be found in a list on the figure.
Note: For readability, the full ID of wells identified with a single digit can be found in a list on the figure.
Location of Intermediate Depth Groundwater Monitoring Wells
Yolo Subbasin
Part 2 of 2

Note: For readability, the full ID of wells identified with a single digit can be found in a list on the figure.
Location of Deep Groundwater Monitoring Wells
Yolo Subbasin
Part 1 of 1

Note: For readability, the full ID of wells identified with a single digit can be found in a list on the figure.